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Four Star
SIG

This is not your
father’s Four Star!

T

he Sig Four Star has been flying at RC airfields since 1989.
What was originally just a low-wing sport plane became a hit
with clubs and modelers all over. They were used as everything from trainers to pylon racers. Many long-time RC pilots will
tell you that you just can’t go wrong with a Four Star and it shows as
you can’t hit a fun fly event without seeing at least one if not many of
them flying. It was originally designed for glow power, and as a kit
this airframe has come a long way to the latest revision as an ARF that
is purposely designed with both glow and electric power in mind.
Sig did a good job of keeping the Four Star true to its design. There
is no mistaking that the new Four Star 54 comes from the same lines
as its predecessors. Some changes, like the addition of a cowl, are
obvious but others, such as the sheeted turtle deck that replaced the
open look of the older kits that had just stringers and covering, are
not. One might also notice that the wing was clipped by one bay on
each side and the control surfaces were slightly enlarged. The final
noticeable change would be the streamlined canopy that keeps the

54

same lines as the turtle deck behind it, instead of the bumped-up crop
duster look. But have no fear, if you really like the look of the old Four
Star, you can toss the cowl to the side and pick up an old-style canopy
and it will still fit, giving you back the classic look.
ASSEMBLY TIPS

Sig has made it very easy to move through the assembly process
and it does not require any special tools to finish. You will want
three diﬀerent glues on hand to complete the process. I used CA
in both thin and medium strength, some five minute epoxy and
some canopy glue. The rest of the assembly will require basic tools
such as screwdrivers, hex wrenches, a hobby knife and a drill. Sig
provides good hardware in the kit. I was a little concerned about the
pushrods at first as they looked a bit thin, but after installing them
and putting the plane through a number of flights where I did my
best to push its limits, they still held the surfaces true.
Being an EG model, you get to choose between glow or electric
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NEED TO KNOW

Author’s Opinion
When I learned to fly, it was back before simulators were available and it was all
about stick time on the buddy box with a high wing trainer. I put my time in and
eventually soloed on that trainer. I pushed that plane to its limits and was ready to
move on. Back then, the most commonly recommended second airplane at our field
was a Four Star and I really, really wanted one. The Four Star was and still is a great choice for a
second airplane, as it retains most of the stable slow flight characteristics of a high wing trainer,
but moves a pilot into a low wing tail dragger airframe. This oﬀers new challenges for the pilot
while still being a forgiving airplane that a still-fresh pilot can trust.

The radio gear
mounts cleanly
in the trays
provided.

There is plenty
of room for
your choice of
batteries.

power. I chose to go electric, as it opens up more places for me to fly.
One of the new features of the Sig Four Star 54 is the cowling. This is
optional but it really dresses up the model. When using glow, you will
need to cut away room for the engine’s head and muﬄer. This may cut
away too much and you’ll have to go without it, but Sig left the cowl
cheeks on the sides to retain the classic Four Star look. When going

MANUFACTURER/DISTRIBUTOR: Sig Manufacturing
TYPE: Sport ARF
FOR: Intermediate sport pilots
PRICE: $169.99
MINIMUM FLYING AREA:
Small RC club field
NEEDED TO COMPLETE:
Four-channel radio system, 4-5
standard size servos, .40-.46size two-stroke glow engine or
500-800 watt brushless motor
and 50 A brushless ESC

electric, you will want to make sure that there is suﬃcient cooling in
the cowl for the motor and for air to move back to the battery and ESC.
This may mean cutting some cooling slots in the cowl to let in more air.
I did not find this necessary when flying up here in Minnesota, but for
those of you in warmer regions you may want to keep an eye on the
power system temperatures and add cooling as you see fit.

Key
Features
`
> The Four Star 54 has great slow-flight
characteristics but can also be very aerobatic.
> The airframe is well-built and will take a few
bumps without breaking.
> The magnetic battery hatch is already in
place for an easy electric setup.
> Two wing bolts and an aluminum tube spar
make the plane easy to break down for
transport.
> All the hardware you need is included for
either a glow or electric setup.

Pros
> The build is straightforward and easy to complete in a few hours
> Excellent slow flight characteristics
> The two-piece wing makes it break down for easy transport and storage

Cons
> One solid color design can create orientation issues
> Could use more rudder authority in aerobatics
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SIG FOUR STAR 54

SPECS
WINGSPAN: 54 in.

IN THE AIR

WING AREA: 585 sq. in.

The Four Star has a reputation for being a very forgiving flyer. I was really interested in seeing if
it would hold up to this reputation with the design changes to make it sportier. I initially started
out trying a four-cell 4000mAh battery pack like the manual stated. While I was able to balance
the plane with this battery, it was at the very rear of the tray and the plane felt heavier. After
getting a power reading and found out it only was pulling 46 amps, I decided to try a smaller
pack. With the battery in the middle to forward part of the tray, the plane balanced out just fine.
With the CG down and the rates set to the manual’s specs, it was time to get this plane in the air.
The wide landing gear helps give it great ground handling. The tail wheel is attached to the
rudder and works very well to steer the plane along pavement or grass. Once the tail comes up
you will need to work the rudder just a bit to keep it tracking straight. The power system gives it
plenty of climb, so the roll out on takeoff is short. Once in the air, I only needed a couple clicks of
aileron trim to fly level. This can be attributed to following the directions for lining up the ailerons
correctly. The manual has
a great diagram to show
how to properly align the
ailerons as to not create
adverse lift characteristics.
After checking the trim, it
was time to test the stall.
The Four Star is known for
great slow flight, so this
would be a telling sign if
the improvements took
away from its slow flight abilities. With the plane pointed into the wind, I pulled back the power
and slowly pulled back on the elevator to try to keep the plane level. It slowed to a crawl before
gently dropping the nose with a slight drop to the left. After a couple more tests with the wings
lightly dipping one way or the other due to the wind, I was very happy with the stalls as they just
gently drop forward without snapping and loosing control.
Next up was to test the aerobatics of the Four Star 54. I flipped the rates to high and pushed
the power forward. Loops from level flight were easy. Even full elevator loops were tight and on
track with no signs of snapping out of the loop. Rolls are clean with a slight amount of elevator
needed on the inverted side to keep them level. Inverted flight was maintained with a slight
amount of forward pressure to keep it flying level. Hammerhead turns are possible but full
rudder with high rates was needed to kick the tail over at the top. Snap rolls are slow and dirty
but still possible. Spins were very wide and slow but easy to recover from. You’re not going to
see a lot of 3D or post stall aerobatics from the Four Star since it’s so forgiving in slow flight. But
that is not what this plane was made for.
Another key trait for the Four Star is the forgiving landings. The Four Star slows down quickly
and maintains control. The wide and low landing gear will absorb a rough landing and help keep
the plane upright. But smooth landings with the Four Star are easy and will help a nervous pilot
gain some confidence at the field. After a few flights both taking it easy and trying to push it
hard, I was very happy with the airplane and a quick look-over of the airframe showed no signs
of stress or failure. This is a solid airframe that performs well.

FLYING WEIGHT: 5 lb., 4 oz.
WING LOADING: 20.68 oz./sq. ft.
CUBE LOADING: 10.3
LENGTH: 38 in.
RADIO: Four to five channels required;
flown with a Futaba 8FGS transmitter and a
Futaba R617FS receiver
BATTERY: Sky LiPo 4S 2650mAh 30C
MOTOR: Tacon Bigfoot 32
PROPELLER/SPINNER: APC 13x6.5
DURATION: 8 to 10 minutes
POWER CONSUMPTION: 36 Amps/540
Watts

We Used
RADIO
Futaba 8FGS, futk8010

RECEIVER
Futaba R617RS, FUTL7627

SERVOS
Hitec 322HD, 33322S

MOTOR
Tacon Bogfoot 32

ESC
Castle Phoenix Edge 50,
010-0102-00

BATTERY
SkyLipo 4S 2650mAh 30C

The nice feature
PROPELLER
THE LAST WORD
APC Thin E 13x6.5, LP13065E
on the Four Star 54 is
The Four Star 54 is an everyday
that the battery/fuel
flyer. It breaks down easy and
tank hatch is already
would fit in the trunk of most
in place. Magnets
compact cars. The power system is not going to break the bank and the
and a carbon fiber
Four Star can use basic, standard-size servos to get in plenty of sport
pin secure the hatch
flying. It is not a 3D or precision airplane, but it will hold it’s own in general aerobatics.
to the fuselage. This
I would think that using some faster
hatch gives plenty
servos could help the plane be a little
CONTACTS
of access to batteries
bit snappier but for a mild aerobatic
APC PROPS apcprop.com, (530) 661-0399
when using electric The bolt on electric motor mount is
trainer, the Four Star 54 will meet the
power or allows adjustable to get the perfect cowl to
CASTLE CREATIONS castlecreations.com,
task on the stock setup.
(913) 390-6939
you to easily install propeller spacing.
Sig has done a great job in updating
and
service
the
FUTABA RC futaba-rc.com, (217) 398-8970
a classic airframe that is recognized
fuel tank when using a glow setup. One tip
and respected at fields everywhere. Even
HITEC RCD hitecrcd.com, (858) 748-6948
when installing a glow power system would
the warbird flyers and jet jockeys at my field
be to seal the hatch edges with some spare
SKYLIPO hobbypartz.com, (626) 968-9860
loved seeing and flying this update to the
UltraCote or clear tape to prevent glow fuel
TACON hobbypartz.com, (626) 968-9860
Four Star. I expect to start seeing more of these
and oil from getting into the airframe along
at the field in the near future. =
For more information, please see our source guide
the hatch edges.
on page 105.
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